
LAB 0: 
GETTING STARTED WITH 
TABLEAU 
Lab by R. Jordan Crouser, Smith College 



Introduction to Tableau 

 
 
 
 

• A drag-and-drop tool for mapping data dimensions onto 
visual dimensions 
 

•  Today we will learn: 
-  How to load data into Tableau 
-  A little bit about how Tableau organizes data 
-  How to tell Tableau which facets of the data to display, and how 
 



What is          ? 

• Visualization and business analytics software with a 
strong focus on relational data 

•  Idea originally developed at Stanford University 
• Now a publically traded company based in Seattle, WA  

with 2400 employees, $412 million in revenue (2014) 

Image credit: www.tableau.com/about/leadership 



Main Window: New Workbook 



Main Window: with Data and Views 



Data Types 
• All data fields are assigned one of the following types: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Occasionally the auto-detected type is wrong; this can be 
manually overridden using the menu 



Main Window: with Data and Views 



Data Roles: Dimensions 

-  In general, any field containing qualitative or categorical 
information is treated as a dimension (e.g. text, dates) 

 

-  In relational data, dimensions are the independent 
variables 

 

-  Data can be aggregated using the values of a dimension 
 

-  When added as rows/columns, dimensions produce 
headers 

 
 



Data Roles: Measures 

-  In general, any field containing quantitative information is 
treated as a measure (e.g. numerical data, etc.) 

 

-  In relational data, measures are the dependent variables 
 

-  The values of a measure are a function of one or more 
dimensions 

 

-  When added as rows/columns, measures produce axes 
 
 



Data Roles: Dimensions vs. Measures 

Which is which?   
total number of students in each house 

 
 
 

measure Which is which?   

total number of students in each house 

 
 
 

dimension Which is which?   

total number of students in each house 

 
 
 



Main Window: with Data and Views 



21 Available Views 
•  Tables 
•  Maps 
•  Pie charts 
•  Bar charts 
•  Treemaps 
•  Circle views 
•  Line charts 
•  Area charts 
•  Combination charts 
•  Scatterplots 
•  Histograms 
•  Box-and-whisker plots 
•  Gantt 
•  Bullet plots 
•  Packed circles 
 

•  Tables 

•  Maps 

•  Pie charts 

•  Bar charts 

•  Treemaps 
•  Circle views 

•  Line charts 

•  Area charts 

•  Combination charts 

•  Scatterplots 

•  Histograms 

•  Box-and-whisker plots 

•  Gantt 
•  Bullet plots 

•  Packed circles 

 



Lab pt. 1: Getting Started 



Connecting to a Data File 



Connecting to a Data File 



Creating Views 



Drag a dimension to “Columns” 



Drag a dimension to “Rows” 



Drag a measure onto “Text” 



Further refine by subdividing 



From Text Table to Bar Chart 



Dual encoding using color 



Creating a new sheet 



Using “Show Me”: a VIS recommender 



Using “Show Me”: a VIS recommender 



Using “Show Me”: a VIS recommender 



Building Stories from Multiple Views 



Building Stories from Multiple Views 



Building Stories from Multiple Views 



Building Stories from Multiple Views 



Building Stories from Multiple Views 



Quick note on aggregation 



Quick note on aggregation 



Questions? 



Lab pt. 2: Exploring Other Datasets 



Lab pt. 2: Exploring Other Datasets 

goo.gl/kcbqfc 
 
 



Discussion 

• What are some of Tableau’s strengths? Weaknesses? 
 

• Was there anything you couldn’t figure out? 
 


